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COFAITHFIIL MODULES AI\D GENtrRATORS
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Dedicated to the mernorV of Professor Le Van Thiem

Abatract. In this article we suney ight co-FPF rings, d,efined, to be those ings for which
euery finitely generated, colaithlri ight mdule is a generator. This interesting lamily of rings wos
rc'centlg intrduced by Le aan Thuget as a generdization ol the class ol ight self-iwjectiue rings and
the class of ight FPF rings (those for uhich euerg finitety generded laithful rndule is a generd.or).

1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout this paper all rings are associative with identity and all modules
are unitary. For a module M over a ring R we write Ma(aM) to indicate that

Y il 
" 

right (left) J?-module. We denote the category of all right r?-rnodules by
Mod--R. The texts by Anderson and Fuller [1], Faith [r3], Goodearl and Warfield
[ta], Rowen [zs], Stenstr<im lz+) and, Wisbauer [zo] are general references for ring-
theoretic notions not defined in the paper.

If 1 is a set of cardinality a and M is a module, then we will denote the
direct sum of a copies of M by MQ) or M@). (If / is the empty set then we take
M$) ta be the zero module.) The direct product of a copies of M will be denoted
by MI or Mo.

Given two -R-modules ,4 and M we say that M Is generated by A (or A
generates Iu4 if there is an ,R-epimorphism from the direct sum .4(1) to M for
some suitable index set f. The module As is called a generator of Mod-.R (or is
said to generate Mod-R) if it generates every Mp in Mod-R. A well-known result
in ring theory says that every R-module is an epimorphic image of a free R-module
and so it follows from this that -Rp is a generator of Mod-R. In this survey paper
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we will examine the structure of rings R for which certain types of R-modules are

generators.

The definition of generator can be easily dualised in category theory terms.

Thus, given two .R-modnlet B and M we say that M is cogenerated by B (or B

cogenerates IuI) itthere is an.R-monomorphismfrom M to the direct product Br

for some suitable index set '/. Similarly, Bp is called a cogenerator of Mod-R (or

is said to cogenerate Mod-E) if it cogenerates every Msin Mod-R.

For any nonempty subset X of the R-module Mp,the (right) annihilator of

X is denoted by 
"(XI 

and defined to be the right ideal {r € R : Xr : O} ' The left

annihilatar of a subset Y of. a left .R-module is defined similarly and denoted by

,(y). If r(M):g then Ma is called faithful. The right and left annihilators of an

eiement c'of a module are denoted by r(r) and l(c) respectively.

If A is a generator of Mod-R then, since -Rp is faithful and an epimorphic

image o1 aU) f* ,o*u index set 1, A is faithful. However a faithful module need

not be a generator. Indeed a ring .R for which every faithful right R-modunle is

a generator is called right pseudo-Frobenius (briefly right PF) and the following

theorem, due to Azumaya [2], Osofsky [20] and Utumi [28] characterizes right PF

rings:

Theorem L.L. A ring is right PF if and only if it is a right self-injectiue

semiperfect ring with essential right socle'

A ring is called quasi-Frobenius (briefly QF) it it is right self-injective and

right Art inian.

Every eF ring is PF. However if R is the trivial extension of the ting 261

by the Prufer group z(p*), where p is a fixed prime a1d z61is the ring of p-adic

integers, then, by osofsky [20], ,R is PF but not QF. The long-standing question

of whether every right PF ring is also left PF was finally settled in the negative

by an example of Dlschinger and Miiller Itt]. In IfOl we provided a necessary and

suffrcient condition for d, semiperfect right self-injective ring to be Q F '

Faithful modules in Mod-,R can be charac{erized as those modules cogenerate

every projective module in Mod-R. (see [1, page 2I7).) This description allows us

to define the following dual notion:

A module ,Vfa il called cofaithful if it generates every injective right R-

module.

The next result gives an alternative and useful description of cofaithful mod-

ules. For its proof see [3, Proposition 4.5.4] or [29, 15.3]. It shows in particular

that any cofaithful module is faithful.

Lemma L.Z. For a right R-module M the following statements are. equiua-

lent:
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(o) M is cofaithful.

(b) There is a finite subset F of M such that r(F) : g.

(c) For Eonle positiue integer n there is an R-monomorphism from R to the
di rect  sum M@).

Since the class of faithful modules contains all cofaithful modules the follow-
ing simple analogue of Theorem 1.1, due to Beachy [S], is of particular interest:

Proposition 1.3. The ring R is right self-injective if every cofaithful right
R-mod,ule is a generator.

We now introduce a generalization of PF rings first considered by Endo
[12]. A ring -R is called right finitely pseudo-Frobenius (briefly right FPF) if every
finitely generated faithful right R-module is a generator. FPF rings have been
the subject of much research and two recent monographs, Faith and Page [lb]
and Faith and Pillay [16], have been devoted to them. While the general theory
still has several major questions unanswered, the class of commutative tr'PF rings
has been completely described. In particular, the next theorem, due to Faith,
gives a nice "internal" characterization. The proof of this result takes up much of.
Faith and Pillay's work [16] and involves an intricate examination of rings lying
between the ring R and its maximal quotient ring Q^or(,R) and the behaviour of
submodules of the injective hull E(A) of fi.

Theorem 1.4, A commutative ring R is FPF if and, onty il it satisfies the
following two conditions:

(i) Euery fi,nitely generated t'aithful id,eal of R is a generator.

(;;) fhe classical ring of questions Q"t@) of R is self-injectiue.

In the sections ahead we will describe the structure of special classes of
co-FPF rings, in relation to corresponding results for FPF rings.

A ring R is defined to be right co-FPf if every finitely generated cofaithful
right r?-module generates Mod-,R.

The class of right co-FPF rings was introduced by Le Van Thuyet in Part
III of his Ph.D. thesis [26], written under the direction of Dinh van Huynh, and
we will summarize here his main results.

We note that, by Theorem 1.3, every right self-injective ring is right co-tr'PF
and, since every cofaithful module is faithful, every right FPF ring is also right
co-F P F. If we let I/ be an infinite-dimensional vector space over a division ring D
and let ,S : Endp(Iz) be the ring of D-linear transformations from I/ to I/ then
^9 is a right self-injective ring and so right co-FPF. However one can show that
,S is not right FPF.

As a simple consequence of Theorem 1.4, we see that Z, the ring of integers,
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is'an example of a FPF ring. On the other hand it is easily seen that the direct

sum of two co-FPF rings is again co-FPF and so the ring R: Z 0,S, where

^g is as above, is a co--FPF ring which is neither self-injective nor F P F. This

shows that the class of co-FPF rings properly contains both the class of FPF

rings and the class of self-injective rings. This makes the study of co--t'PF rings

useful both as a class in its own right and as an alternative approach to the study

of self-injective rings.

The following result states precisely whdn co-FPF rings are self-injective.

Proposition 1.5. A ring is right self-injectiue if and only if it is right

co-FPF and its right injectiue hull is finitely generated,.

2. Co-FPF RINGS WHICH ARE FPF

In this section we indicate that in a number of circumstances the two classes

of co-FPF and F P F rings coincide. The first of these circumstances involve

conditions close to co,mmutativity.

A (von Neumann) regular ring is called strongly regular if all its idempotent

elements are central.

Theorem 2.1. Let R be a strongly regular ring. Then the following cond'i-

tions are equipualent:

(") R is risht FPF.

(b) R is risht co-FPF.

(r) R is right self-injectiue.

We note that Theorem 2.1 generalizes [fS, S.Oe]. Of course, an infinite di-

rect product of skew fields is an example of a non-semisimple ring satisfying the

conditions of Theorem 2.1.

A ring R is said to be strongly right bounded if every nonzero right ideal of

R contains a nonzero two-sided ideal. Now let M be a finitely generated faithful

right R-module, say M : rrB + ... + rrrR, where R is strongly right bounded.

S e t  A :  r ( { r r , . . . , r ' } ) .  I f  A +  0 ,  t h e r e i s  a n o n z e r o i d e a l  B  o f  R  s u c h t h a t

B  g  A .  T h e n  M B :  ( r y R * . . . * r n R ) B :  r t B + . . . +  r n B : 0 ,  a c o n t r a d i c t i o n .

Hence A: O and so M is cofaithful. From this we have the following result which

considerably improves [1S,5.1tD] (by replacing self-injectivity with the co-FPF

condition):

Propositlon 2.2. If R is a strongly right bounded right co-FPF ring then

R is FPF. In particular any commutatiue co-FPF ring is FPF.
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If f'or each prime ideal P of the ring l? every essential right ideal of the
factor fing Rf P contains a nonzero ideal then.R is called right futly bound,ed,.
The abbreviation right FBN is commonly used foia right Noetherian right fully
bounded ring.

A ring.R is said to satisfy lhe (Gabriel) H-condition if for any finitely gen-
erated Mlr there is a finite subset S of M such that ,(M): r(S). An important
result due to Cauchon [O] says that a right Noetherian ring J? is right FBN if and
only if .R satisfies the f/-condition, From'this we get the following result:

Proposition 2.3. A right FBN ring is right FPf il a,nd, only if it is right
co-FPF.

The next result describes the relationship between right -F PF rings and right
co-F P F rings under the additional assumption that the ring is prime right Goldie.

Proposition 2.4. A prime right Gold,ie ring is right FPF if and only if it
is right bound,ed and right co-FPF.

We note that, while every right .F PF ring is right bounded, this is not the
case for right co-FPl| rings in general as an eiample in [ZO] shows.

Finally in this section we consider some conditions which imply that a right
co'FPF ring is QF. The first of these involves the descending chain condition
(briefly DCC) on right annihilators.

. Theorem 2.5. Q rhe ring R is QF if and only if R is a right co-FpF right
QF-g ring satisfying DCC on right annihilators.

(;;) fhe ring R is QF if and only if R is risht co-FPF, it satisfies DCC on
right annihilators and, its injective hull is finitely generated,.

The second characterization of QF rings uses chain conditions on essential
one-sided ideals. We also note that a right (left) .R-module M is said' to be right
(left) CS if every submodule of. M is contained as an essential submodule in a
direct summand of M. The ring .E is called right (left) CS if RR'(respectively aa)
is a C,S module.

Theorem 2.6. The following conditions are equiualent for a ring R:

(") R is QF.

(b) R is right co-FPF and there is a finitely grenerated, quasi-injective co-
faithful right R-module with ACC or DCC on essential submorJules.

(t) R is a left CS right co-FPF ring and, there is a finitely generated con-
tinuous colaithful right R-madule with ACC on essential submodules.

(d) R is right co-FPF, it satisfies ACC on essential left or right id,eals and
its infectiue hull is finitely generated.
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3. CO-FPF RINGS AND THE ILAS CONDITIONS

A ring R is said to satisfy lhe intersection left annihilator sum property

(briefly the ILAS property) if, whenever X1 and X2 are two right ideils of R such

that  X1 )  X2 :0 ,  then l (Xr)R + l (X2)R :  R.

We say that R satisfies the ideal intersection left annihilator sum property

(briefly the IILAS property) if in the above definition X1 and X2 are restricted to

two-sided ideals.

Moreover, we say that R satisfies the fi,nite intersection left annihilator sum

property (briefly rhe FILAS property) if, given any{nite set {X; : i : 1,..., n} of

t igtt ia"uls of .R such that oi-rX;:0, then R : DLr l(Xi)R'

It is shoWn in [ZO] that every right co-,F PF ring satisfies the ILAS property

and more generally the FILAS property. From this and the work of Birkenmeier

[5] we get the following result for semiprime rings:

Proposition .3.1. Let R be a semiprirne right co-FPF ring. Then

(i) R;s quasi-Baer,i.e.,the right annihilator of euery id'eal of R is generated

by an id.empotent,

(ii) every id,eal of R is essential as a right ideal in a ring direct summand' of

R,

(;;i) every ideal of R which is closed as a right ideal in R is a ring direct

summand of R,

(;r) R satisfies the IILAS property and

(v) for every ideat X of R the right annihilator r(X) is essential in a direct

surnmand of R.

Moreover rings with the FILAS property are also characterized as those for

which the finitely generated cofaithful right R-modules can be used to construct

generators, as detailed in the next result:

Theorem 3.2. The ring R satisfies the FILAS property if and' only if, giuen

any f initely generated, cofaithlul r ight R-module M with generati4g set {m1,-. ' , f f i*},
then, for an! rnnq1,,.. . , tr l1 € M such that ) l-r*{(*;) :  O, the erternal direct

sum @t;-rm;R is a generator of Mod-R.

While every co-FPF satisfies the FILAS property the converse is not true.

Indeed, let F be a field with a proper subfield K, set Fn : F and Kn : K for

each n € N, set I : ll}r F,' and define the ring -R by

R : {(c,") € Q : rn € Kn for all but a finite number of n}'
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Then (see Goodear [17, Example 13.8]) R is a strongly regular continuous
ring which is not self-injective. It follows from the work of Birkenmeier [6, Lem-
ma 2.21that R satisfies the FILAS condition. However, since R is not-injective,
Theorem 2.1 above shows that ,R is not co-FPF.

A ring .R is defined by Birkenmeier [7] to be right quasr'-FPF if whenever
a faithful module Mp is a direct sum of finitely many cyclic modules then M is
a generator. Birkenmeier proves the following internal characterization of right
quasi-FPF rings.

Theorem 9.3. A ring R is right quasi-FPF if and, only if, giuen any finite
set {X1,...,Xn) of right ideals of R for which of;:rX; contains no nonzero ideal
of R, then

, (n xi)R: t t 6lR.
i : 1  i : l

It follows from this result that every right quasi-FPF ring satisfies the FILAS
condition. However the converse to this is not true. In fact if R is an integral do-
main which is not right Ore domain then its maximal right quotient ring Q, ""(R)is a right self-injective ring since R is right non-singular. Thus Q*o,(,R) is right
co-FPF and so satisfies the FILAS property. Moreover, by [f5, Corollary 3.88],

Q*or(,R) has nonzero nilpotent elements and there is no bound on the nilpotency
index of these elements. Using this in conjunction with results of Birkenmeier, it
can be shown that Q^o,(R) is not right quasi-FPF.

The next result provides conditions under which a right co.FPF ring is right
quasi-FPF.

Proposition 3.4. Let R be a ring which has the FILAS property. Then R
is right qaasi-FPF if it satisfies the following two conditions:

(;) If X is a right ideal of R containing a, nonzero ideal then the right com-
plernent of X in R is left faithful.

(ii) I (Xrrl Xz)R : I (Xr)R + I (Xz)R lor ony two risht ideals X1 and, X2
of R.

4. MODULES FLAT OVER THEIR ENDOMORPHISM RINGS

The flatness of certain modules over endomorphism rings can sometimes be
used to characterize certain ring properties. For example, let .E(.Rs) denote the
right injective hull of the ring R. Then a result of Camillo and Fuller [8] shows
that R is a right self-injective ring if and only if either E(Rn) O (E'(nft) lR) or

f t -
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E(Rn) O (E(E(R dlR) is flat as a left module over its endomorphism ring. (See

also [15, Corol lary 1.17].)

Moreoyer, Camillo and Fuller [8] also characterize right PF rings as those

for which every quasi-injective faithful right module is finitely generated flat over

its endomorphism ring. Similarly there is the following nice description of right

FPF r ings,  g iven in  [ ts ,  1 .19] :

Theorem 4.1. A ring R i's right FPF if and only if euery finitely gen-

erated, faithful right R-mod,ule is finitely generated flat as a left module over its

endornorphism ring.

There is an analogous result for right co-F P F rings which shows in particular

that right self-injective rings possess the above property. We provide the proof of

this as a general illustration of the techniques involved in these characterizations.

Theorem 4.2. A ring R is right co-FPF if and onJy if euery finitely gen-

erated, cofaithfut right R-module is finitely generated fl,at as a left module ouer

its end,ornorphism ring. In particular every finity generated cofaithful right module

ouer a right self-injectiue ring is finitely generated fl'at ouer its endomorphism ring-

P r o o f. The necessity is clear since every generator is a finitely generated

projective module over its endomophism ring.

Conversely,let M be a finitely generated cofaithful right R-module. Then,

by Lemma !.2, for some n ) O there is an exact sequence

0 ----+ R J- 14@) .

Set U - 14@) e (M(") lf @)).Then, since R can be embedded in U, [/ is

also a finitely generated cofaithful right .R-module. By our hypothesis, U is then

a flat left module over its endomorphism ring. Now define g € Endp(u) bv

g( r ,a  +  / (R) )  :  (0 ,  r  +  / (B) )  where  r 'a  €  M@) '

Then we have the exact sequence

Q ---+ /(n) o (u@) lf @D J. u -e- u.

Now by [8] (or see [15, Proposit ion 1.15]), u generates the kernel of 9. However,

ker(s) :'lin) O (M(") I f @)) and so, since R is a homomorphic image of /(R) CI

(M6\ lI@)), it follows that U generates Ra and so is a generator. Finally, from

the exact sequence
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14Qn) -  114@) @M@) ,  p1b)  @(M@)l f (n) )  :  U ._- . ._+O

we see that M is also a generator, completing the proof.

As a consequence of the theorem we have:

Corollary 4.3. For a ring R the following statements are equivalent:

(o) R is right co-FPF.

(b) Euery finitety generated, cofaithful right R-module is projectiue ouer its
endomorphisrn ring.

(c) Euery finitely generated cofaithful right R-module is (finitely generated)
f lat ouer i ts endomorphism ring.

(d) If M is a finitely ginerated cofaithfut right R-mod,ule then the left
End(M)-module H om End(M)(End(M), M) is inj ective.

5. SEMIPERFECT co-FPF RINGS

To investigate the theory of co-.FP.F rings in more detail, in this section we
restrict our attention to the ciass of semiperfect rings. Here the theory closely
parallels that of F P F rings as detailed in the monograph by Faith and Page
[15]. However, as we have emphasised above, the co-f 'Pf 'development has the
advantage that it automatically applies to self-injective rings. Moreover the co-
FPF approach also leads to dist inct improvements in several FPF results.

The first result we mention is fundamental to the investigation.

Ttreorem 5.1. A ring R is right co-FPF if and, only if R is Morita equiualent
to a right co-FPF ring.

As a consequence of this we have the following two corollaies:

Corollary 5.2. A ring R is right co-FPF if and only if for eaah n ) O, the
ring Mn(R) ol n x n matrices ouer R is right co-FPF.

Corollary 5.5. A semiperfect ring is right co-FPF if and, only if its basic
ring is right co-FPF.

The next result gives specific information about the internal structure of
semiperfect r ight co-FPF rings.

Theorem 5.4. Let R be a serniperlect right co-FPF ring. Then eR is a
uniform right ideal for each'primitiue idempotent e of R. consequently, R is a
direct sum of uniforni right ideals.
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Corollary 5.5. Let I be an ideal of the semiperfect right co-FPF ring R.

If I is closed as a right ideal then it is a direct summand, of Rn.

The fol lowing improves [15, Proposit ion2.2A and 2.2B]'

Theorem 5.6. Let R be a semiperfect right co-FPF ring.

(i) If the basic ring of R is strongly right bounded then R is a right FPF

ring.

(i;) If the Jacobson radical of R is nil then R is right self-injectiue.

Corollary 5.7. Let R be a local ring. Then the following conditions are

equiualent:

(o) R is a right co-FPF ring and euery element in the Jacobson radical of R

is a zero divisor.

(b) R is a right self-iniectiue ring.

The question now arises as to rn'hether every semiperfect right co-FPF ring

is in fact right FPF. As a consequence of part (ii) of the above result we have the

following partial answer to this. It is a generalisation of a well-known theorern of

Tqchikawa [zs]. (See also [15, Theorem 2.2F.].)

Theorem 5.8. Let R be a,left pert'ect ring. Then the following conditions

are equiualent:

(o) R is a right PF rins.

(b) R is a right FPF rins.

(r) R is a right co-FPF ring.

Corollary 5.9. A left co-FPF right PF ring with nil Jacobson radical is

left PF.

The next corollary extends a weli-known result on self-injective rings of

Osofsky[20] and Kato [19] to co-FPF rings;

Corollary 5.10. A left perfect right andleft co-FPF ring is QF.
' 

It is well-known that a left Noetherian right or lef" self-injective ring is Qf'
(see[13, Theorem 24.5)). Replacing the self-injectivity by co-FPF we are able to

get the following theorem. It generalizes an interesting result due to S.Page [2Zl
from FPF rings to co-FPF rings.

Theorem 5.11. If R is a left Noetherian right co-FPF serniperf ect ring then

the classical left quotient ring of R is a QF ring.

The proof of this theorem requires several lemmas of independent interest

and for this reason we shall give them below. First we need some notation'
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For a ring.R we denote the maximal right quotient ring of Rby Qk",(R). We
let Qit(R) and a'"r(R) denote its classical right and left quotient rings respectively.
The right injective hull of R is denoted by E(Rn). The singular submodule of an
.r?-module M is denoted by Z(M) while its Jacobson radical is denoted by J(M).

Lemma 5.12. Let R be a semiperfect right co-FPF ring and let Mp be a
f.nitely generated subrnodule of E(Rp) which contains R. Then

(i) M is projectiue and

(ii) if R also satisfies ACC on left annihilators then M is isomorphic to R; .

As a consequece of this lemma we have the following corollary:

Corollary 5.13. Let R be a semiperfect right co-FPF ring satisfying ACC
on left annihilators. Then

( i )  qQk""(R)  + Qko,@) = Qko,@) for  each q e E(RR),

( i i )  z (E(R"))  :  z(Rp)  and

( ; i i )  i f  E (Rn)  :  Qko , (R)  then  Z (Rn) :  J (E (Rn) )  g  J ( f t ) .

Lemma 5.14. Let R be a semiperfect right co-FPF ring satislying ACC on
left annihilators. Then

(i) euery right regular element of R is left regular and a unit in Q;",(R)
and

( i i )  Q;" , (n)  :  a , " , (R)  :  E(Rn) .
Using the above results on semiperfect co-tr'PF rings one may now prove the

' following theorem which provides criteria for a semiperfect ring to be right F P F .

Theorem 5.15. Let R be a semiperfect r ing such that

(i) Q;",(R) : QilR) : E(Rn): Qt"lR),
(ii) the basic ring of R is strongly right bounded and

(iii) euery finitely generated right ideal of R containing a regular element is
a generator. Then R is right FPF.

We note that this theorem was proved by Page [21] under the additional
assumption that Qlno,(r?) is right FPF.

6. SEMIPRIME AND NONSINGULAR co-FPF RINGS

Recall that the right singular ideal of a ring .R is denoted by Z (Ril and is
defined to be the set of all elements x of R for which the right annihilator r(z) is
an essential r ight ideal. r? is cal led r ight nonsingularit  Z(Rp) 70.
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An important result in the theory of FPF rings, due to ^9. Page [2t],  says

that a right FPF ring is semiprime if and only if it is right nonsingular. It is

an open question as to whether the co-PPF analogue of this result is true. In

this section we will present some results that relate to this question. The first of
these is a generalization of a result of G.F.Birkenmeier [6] which describes right

annihilators in semiprime rings in the presence of the IILAS condition.

Proposition 6.1. A semiprime ring R satisfies the IILAS condition if and
only if the right annihilator of every right ideal is generated by an idempotent.

By Proposition 3.1. a semiprime right co-,FPF ring satisfying the IILAS
condition is quasi-Baer. This can be used to deduce the following result from
Proposit ion 6.1.

Proposition 6.2. Let R be a semiprirne right co.FPF ring. If R satisfies
DCC on right annihilators then R is right nonsingular.

The next result gives a partial converse to the above.

Proposition 6.3. Let R be a right nonsingular right co-FPF ring. If n
satisfi.es DCC on right annihilators and ,(l(X)) : X for each right ideal X then R
is semiprirne.

Now let R be a semiprime right F P F ring without an infinite set of or-
thogonal central idempotents. Then a decomposition theorem of [15, Theorem
3.41 says that R is a direct sum of finitely many prime (right FPF) rings. The
following analogue of this shows in particular that the study of semiprime right
self-infective rings without infinitely many orthogonal central idempotents reduces
to prime right self-injective rings.

Theorem 6.4. Let R be a semiprime right co-FPF ring without an infinite
set of orthogonal central idempotents. Then R is a direct sum of finitely many
prime right co-FPF rings.

C. Faith and S. Page [15, Theorem 5.1] have also proved an important spl i t-
t ing theorem for FPF rings. The f inal result ' in this survey is the corresponding
result for co-tr'Ptr' rings. We note that this contains a splitting property for self-
injective rings.

Theorem 6.5. Let R be a right co-FPF ring. Then there is a two-sided
ideal A of R such that

(i) Ra: .4 0 B for some right ideal B,

(i i)  Z(RR) is essentiql in Ap and

(iii) the t'actor ring RIA is right nonsingular and right co-FPF.

If R is also left co-FPF then B is an ideal of R which is a right and left-nonsingular
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co-FPF ring.
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